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Introduction: Small impact features on Mars are reg-
ularly detected in images taken by orbiting spacecraft.
More than half of these features are clusters of craters
formed by the break-up of the meteoroid in Mars’ atmo-
sphere. A catalog of ∼1000 recent impacts [1] and de-
tailed characterization of the crater clusters [2, 3] provide
valuable observational constraints with which to calibrate
models of atmospheric disruption of meteoroids on Mars.
The calibrated model provides insight into the impactor
flux at the top of Mars’ atmosphere as well as the impact
parameters at the ground, which is beneficial for efforts
to detect and interpret seismic wave signals generated by
cluster-forming impacts [4].

Here we model meteoroid fragmentation in the mar-
tian atmosphere using an implementation of the Separate
Fragments Model [5, 6]. Crater sizes are predicted us-
ing π-group crater scaling relationships [7]. A Monte
Carlo approach is used to generate a synthetic catalog of
single-crater and crater-cluster forming impacts for com-
parison with observational data [8]. The spatial distribu-
tions, number and sizes of craters in recently mapped clus-
ters provide valuable constraints on the properties of the
impacting meteoroid population as well as key model pa-
rameters, including the lift coefficient and fragment sepa-
ration velocity.

Martian Crater Clusters: The observational data
used for model calibration comes from a catalog of ∼1000
recently formed single craters and crater clusters [1], the
latter of which have been mapped and characterized in
detail [2, 3]. The data set includes crater size and po-
sition information for all individual craters larger than
one meter in detected clusters and single craters. From
the cluster data, a number of cluster properties were de-
rived that characterize the spatial distribution and size-
frequency distribution of craters within the cluster [2, 3],
including the number of craters and the effective diameter
(Deff = 3

√∑
i D

3
i , where Di are the individual diameters

of craters in the cluster [9]).

Cluster modelling: To model the formation of the ob-
served single craters and crater clusters on Mars we used
an implementation of the Separated Fragments Model [5,
6] (SFM). Meteoroid fragmentation is assumed to occur
when the ram pressure on the meteoroid exceeds its inter-
nal strength (ρav2 > σ0). When the initial strength of the
meteoroid is exceeded, it is assumed to separate into two
child fragments with a random mass ratio and azimuth, a

lateral separation velocity proportional to the meteoroid
speed, and with strengths σi that on average increase ow-
ing to their smaller mass and a Weibull law, but are subject
to significant random variation. The child fragments are
able to undergo further fragmentation, when ρav

2 > σi,
resulting in two new fragments and an additional separa-
tion velocity and so on. The products of fragmentation are
tracked until they are totally ablated or impact the surface.
On impact, the lateral position of each crater is recorded
and crater size is calculated using strength-regime crater
scaling relationships appropriate for weak, porous solids
on Mars [7].

To produce a set of synthetic crater clusters for compar-
ison with those observed on the surface of Mars, a number
of Monte Carlo simulations were carried out. All simula-
tions used the same drag coefficient and atmospheric den-
sity profile and began with the meteoroid at an altitude of
100 km. All other initial properties of the meteoroid were
selected at random or according to parameter probabil-
ity distributions for Mars. The probability distribution for
pre-entry velocity was derived from [10] and for impact
angle we assumed P (> θ) = sin2 θ [11]. Meteoroid mass
was drawn from a distribution based on observations of
terrestrial fireballs for meteoroids > 3 kg [12]. Uniform
probability distributions were used for meteoroid density
and ablation parameter. As the distribution of meteoroid
strength is of critical importance for the frequency of clus-
ter formation and the characteristics of clusters, we adopt
a log-uniform probability distribution and treat the bounds
of this distribution among the principal unknowns in our
analysis.

Results: Several Monte Carlo simulations were per-
formed using the SFM to establish best-fit model param-
eters and meteoroid property distributions. The best-fit
synthetic dataset of clusters and craters is remarkably con-
sistent with the observed characteristics of martian crater
clusters for effective diameters larger than 10 m (Fig. 1).

The model distribution of dynamic meteoroid strength
that produces the best match to observations has a min-
imum strength of ∼50 kPa, a maximum strength of ∼5
MPa and a median strength of ∼0.3 MPa. An impor-
tant feature of the model is that individual fragmentation
events are able to produce fragments with a wide range
of dynamic strengths as much as ten times stronger or
weaker than the parent fragment.

Calibration of the model also constrains the separation
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speed of fragments after break-up and the lift coefficient.
The observed distribution of cluster aspect ratios is well
reproduced with a lift coefficient ∼10−2, several times
higher than previous estimates [5]. Similarly, to fit the
observed median separation distance between crater pairs
requires fragment separation speeds of ∼0.25% of the pre-
entry meteoroid velocity, consistent with typical separa-
tion velocities inferred from terrestrial meteorite falls.

Discussion: The calibrated model can be used to esti-
mate the current small meteoroid flux at Mars, for com-
parison with the terrestrial and lunar fluxes. For a Mars-
Earth impact flux ratio of 1.3–2 (at the top of the atmo-
sphere), the calibrated model implies a rate of small im-
pacts (Deff > 10 m) on Mars 1.5–4 times higher than re-
cent observation-based estimates [13]. This suggests that
many meter-to-decameter craters forming on Mars are not
detected with current orbital imaging. Alternative meth-
ods of detecting small impacts on Mars, such as by the
seismic signals that they generate, would be of immense
value.

The model results also provide insight into properties
of the meteoroids that produce single craters and clus-
ters. The formation of crater clusters is favored by low-to-
moderate impact speeds, low meteoroid strengths and rel-
atively steep trajectories to the surface. Conversely, single
crater formation is favored by relatively shallow trajecto-
ries and high strengths.

The success of the Separate Fragments Model in re-
producing the diversity of observed clusters suggests that
future efforts to infer impactor properties from observed
cluster characteristics by inversion may be fruitful. This
would allow impactor properties relevant to seismic wave
generation, such as the total impact momentum, major
fragmentation altitudes and the times between fragment
impacts, to be inferred from cluster characteristics.
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Figure 1: Incremental relative frequency distributions of (a) di-
ameter of singular craters; (b) effective diameter of crater clus-
ters; (c) number of craters in a cluster predicted by the best-fit
model compared with observations. Error bars for the models
and observations are

√
N . The dotted lines indicate the thresh-

old effective diameter (a), (b) and number of craters in the cluster
(c) above which the model was calibrated to observations.
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